We have an Auto Max Bid System. Your bid will only go up if someone bids against you. Note here the bid is at $180 but the bidders max is $210. If you wish you can press JUMP THE BID and the current bid amount will jump to your max. In this example it would jump to $210.

If you are outbid, it will show like this. This means you have to bid again or you will not get the item, because you bid $180 and the current bid is $250, someone else is on at $250.

Instant outbidding means someone else has a max bid and the computer is auto bidding for them.

Current Bid $60, Your Bid $60. This means someone had a Max Bid placed at that bid price before you, the computer will take bids on a first come first serve basis, please bid one more time and you will likely be winning bidder!